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1) Global warming is the object of a great concern and of controversies. What about the
present state of the art?
 I want to emphasize a few preliminary fundamental items dealing with a merely
ethical standpoint.
 We must clearly distinguish between working hypotheses and observations. We
must debate on sound matters of facts with no paradigms and no harsh
standpoints. Humility in front of Mother Nature is fundamental. Only Nature can
decide what can be wrong or correct.
 That is, I should stress that everybody should STRICTLY avoid:
 Servility – that is relying on items only because others claim something
 Messianism – that is feeling that we are depositary of “truth”
 Insults – that is claiming that the feeling of others is determined by
interests etc.
 Sectarianism – that is believing that one must necessarily choose, and be
either pro or con something or somebody
 Incompetence – that is dealing with anything which is not closely and
strictly related to science and ONLY to it.
 Rather, everybody should consider that:
 We are all involved in decoding the “book written by Nature”, and no
“final” code will ever be attained
 We must always accept and discuss scientifically about every possible
hypothesis, explanation and model
 Science is not democracy, rather it is a tight dictatorship, where the very
severe dictator is Mother Nature
 Every time that we make a mistake, while accepting or believing in
incorrect model, we are potentially guilty for the death of several people,
much like a medical doctor who makes a mistake is responsible for the
eventual death of his patient.
 The deontological obligation has to be very clearly distinguished of three
different kinds of communities:
 Science makers
 Science communicators
 Ethical (such as religious or humanitarian etc.) organizations
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These are to be considered as very distinct entities. Every community should
inform the others about its internal controversial items, but it should NEVER
interfere with the debate inside the others. This derives from the deontological
need to avoid a conflict of interest, because every community judges other items
from the viewpoint of its respective interest. By this, it can contribute no
objective argument. Rather, it can be only misleading or even dangerous.
More in detail:
o Science makers, i.e. scientists, must rely on observational evidence
alone, they must refrain from relying on paradigms, they must debate
although by allowing full freedom of thought for every interpretation,
they must refrain from every argument other than what relies on strictly
scientific topics (such as refrain from insulting each other about any kind
of presumed bad faith), they must avoid to communicate “certainties” to
non-scientists, they must rather stress that there are many more items that
we cannot understand compared to what we can really explain.
o Science communicators, i.e. mass media, must avoid every kind of
irresponsible sensationalism, of alarmism, of simple-minded
“explanation” of scientific items. They must refrain from “hunting for the
greaser” (see below for explanation) which is a devastating present
"psychological catastrophe" being only the excuse or alibi for decision
makers in order to avoid taking decisions. Communicators must refrain
from confusing scientific and economic items. They must inform public
opinion and decision makers, but always on the basis of documented
matters of fact. They must avoid propagating unproven guesses about
either scandals or presumed bad faith by anybody. Indeed, owing to the
present unprecedented amplification by social networks, an irresponsible
use of information results into a devastating weapon for every Big
Brother.
[The term “hunting for the greaser” is well known in the Italian
culture, being expressed by a famous classic of the Italian
literature, the novel "The betrothed" ("I promessi sposi") written
in 1840 by Alessandro Manzoni, being ranked among the
masterpieces of world literature. This novel is set during the XVII
century. It includes the description of a severe bubonic plague
that hit during that century. Manzoni vividly describes a real
historical fact, i.e. the belief that - according the generally agreed
feeling of the XVII century – somebody propagated the plague.
They speculated about the existence of guys, generally called
"untori", literally "greasers" or infectors, who were believed to
propagate the contagion through some kind of infected "grease".
In reality, the sewer rats were responsible for the contagion. But,
at that time people were recommended to avoid to bath, in order
to avoid that the skin pores opened and thus permitted an easier
contagion.
At present, "hunting for the greaser" denotes somebody who
searches for some non-existent culprit of some bad action of any
kind. Very often, as a standard, all mass media and people
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immediately look for a culprit. Thus, everybody, including the
decision makers, feels free by any responsibility. Everybody
forgets about the hazard of concern, and nobody minds about the
actions that ought to be strictly needed in order to prevent the
occurrence of future similar "catastrophes". That is, this is a true
and frequent present "psychological catastrophe".]
o An ethical organization of any kind, such as e.g. an important either
religious or humanitarian organization - or anybody who has a great
influence on the behavior of people - should never forget that he is NOT
institutionally devoted to science. It has unavoidably to rely on
information borrowed after some “self-claiming” scientists. These ethical
organizations must refrain from supporting either one controversial
viewpoint or another among scientists. Indeed, every true scientist must
be expected to respect his primary deontological obligation to avoid
exploiting ethical organizations to support his point.
It should be stressed that it is a real insult for every true scientist to classify him
either as “climatic catastrophist” or “climatic non-alarmist”. Every true scientist
is never a partisan of either one interpretation or another. Rather, he must always
humbly rely on Nature.
Summarizing,
 ethical organization must refrain from entering into scientific debates
 scientists must avoid to confuse a scientific discussion with ethical or
religious items
 mass media must refrain from searching for scoops or sensationalism if
they want not to be guilty for the death and sufferance of huge amounts
of people in the next future.

Concerning the Global Warming (GW), very briefly the present state of the art is as
follows:
a) At present GW is in progress.
b) Somebody wants to claim - and to insist, although this is vigorously
controversial for others - that GW is certainly originated by anthropic action,
hence the name anthropic global warming (AGW).
c) Until a short time ago it was not possible to prove that CO2 is very dangerous
for human kind, but it was also impossible to prove the opposite.
d) Today - after the records monitored by the OCO2 satellite (see below) - we
almost got a “smoking gun” proof: CO2 appears to be the result of an
overwhelming soil exhalation, while the anthropic contribution in general is only
a lesser component.
2) Why has the anthropic CO2 hazard been controversial?
Due to several reasons:
a) Several observational data series have been shown to have been modified ad hoc
in order to support the AGW hypothesis.
b) Mathematical models (improperly called numerical models) resulted to be
reckless, unreliable, misleading.
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c) Recent observational data very clearly appear to disagree with the AGW
hypothesis. In contrast, they seem to confirm a definitely overwhelming role of
natural drivers, consistently with analogous – or even more violent – events that
happened during the geological past history of the Earth, including the great
extinction events.
d) In particular, different substantial evidences envisage that in the past on different
occasions the Earth’s atmosphere experienced periods with a density 5-10 times
the present value, also having enormous concentrations of CO2.
e) According to present experiments carried on inside greenhouses, plants growing
in air enriched in CO2 experience large growth amplification.
f) According to the "principle of preservation of life" (Ronov), the primary carbon
cycle has a major source (volcanism and soil exhalation) and a major sink (life).
With no carbon source, no life could survive on the Earth, as life would finally
transform all available atmospheric carbon (CO2 and methane) into oceanic
sediments.
g) Unquestionable evidence (Hovland) shows that microorganisms are steadily
generated in very deep ocean floors, where no sunlight can be available. Rather,
the unique available energy-source is soil exhalation of warm methane. These
microorganisms are the beginning of the food-chain, while more developed lifeforms progressively occupy shallower ocean layers being finally supplied by
solar radiation etc. This phenomenon also implies the possibility of life on other
planetary objects, although eventually limited to their subsoil, due to the absence
either of an atmosphere, or of a sufficient amount of solar radiation.
h) Differently stated, soil exhalation of CO2 and methane has been essential for the
evolution, development and survival of life on the Earth. In addition the amount
of exhalation has experienced several huge temporal and spatial variations thus
explaining palaeoclimatic changes.
i) As far as the greenhouse effect is concerned which is caused by CO2, since a
long time it is well known that the greenhouse effect is much stronger which is
originated by atmospheric water. In any case, the exhalation of water, of CO2, of
methane and of “geogas” strongly depends on the release of endogenous heat
from the Earth.
j) The Earth is NOT a hot ball cooling in space. Rather it is a battery (its primary
energy supply is the tide) that is recharged and discharged at different times - by
different and non-homogeneous amounts all over the globe. Rather, enormous
variations can occur in both space and time. This is extensively documented e.g.
by the magma emplacement rate of the Hawaii volcanism. This is also the clearly
reasonable explanation of the several palaeoclimatic changes, including great
extinction events, and this is also the very likely explanation of the present
ongoing climate change.
k) The assessment of all these observational matters of fact primarily implies
enormous moral responsibilities for the scientific community, as these are not a
matter of academic disquisition, rather they can be relevant for our concrete
capability to manage and mitigate dramatic natural catastrophes, in terms of
causalities, sufferance, and damages.
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3) Can you give some better detail about a few items?
 I cannot specify items dealing with ad hoc modification of observational data
series, as this implies a technical discussion.
 As far as the “numerical models” are concerned, they are computed by
applied mathematicians with very great skill and expertise. However, their
main concern is the search of a confirmation of the interpretation scheme that
had been proposed to them by some Earth’s scientists. A mathematician
really exploits his greatest skill while attempting to confirm what his
customer wants. A mathematician wants to show that he is “clever”.
However, knowing how to solve a difficult equation is different from
understanding the physics of problems.
 In any case, all computed climate numerical models gave – as it is
unanimously acknowledged – a forecast that a posteriori resulted incorrect in
excess. This difficulty caused a well known concern for all AGW supporters.
 In this same respect, a curious event occurred in April 1974. The very
authoritative State Secretary of USA, Henry Kissinger, gave an official
speech at UN. He strongly warned every head of state – independent of every
political controversy – about the hazard of a 1°C change of ocean
temperature by 2015. He relied on the best known models computed by the
most prestigious universities and scientists of that time.
 The curious fact was that the forecast was for a 1°C DECREASE of water
temperature by 2015. Somebody even proposed to construct a dam through
the Bering Straits in order to prevent cold Arctic water to enter ocean
circulation.
 Should we believe that present climatic models can be better reliable? Note
that the investigation of climate is even much more intricate than the study of
the human body. Suppose that somebody has a cancer, and an oncologist
invites him to wait while he computes the numerical model of his body in
order to define a therapy for his patient …….
 Differently stated, the skilful mathematician should make his job, the
oncologist his job, the meteorologist his job, and the geophysicist his job.
4) Why do you distinguish a meteorologist and a geophysicist?
 A meteorologist applies wonderful numerical models that (in contrast to climate
models) are very well tested and certainly reliable on the time scale of, say, up to
one week. However, their spatial resolution is characterized by grid points in the
order of one point every few kilometers.
 In contrast, a flash flood or a tornado or a hail storm ought to request a resolution
of a grid point every few ten meters. Thus the mechanisms that originate this
kind of phenomena will never be forecasted by means of the present methods
available in meteorology.
 In any case, the meteorological methods are also well known to be incapable to
predict the evolution, and the track, of a hurricane (consider e.g. Katrina, or the
recent hazard for the western Mexico coast).
 A popular explanation - which is often recalled by mass media - is the so-called
“butterfly effect” (which is a well known possible effect triggered by a
mathematical instability). However, where does the energy supply come from?
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For instance, one should explain why Katrina had its tremendous energy supply
originated by a very rapid, very intense, abrupt violent increase of sea-surface
temperature through the Gulf of Mexico …… Is this ocean energy input a
“butterfly effect”?
Consider that the distinction between different disciplines of solid Earth, ocean,
atmosphere, etc. is an artificial superstructure invented by scientists. The Earth is
rather a unique natural system. What is the significance of a study limited to the
atmosphere alone?
Never forget, however, about the deontological obligation imposed by the
dramatic, tragic consequences of natural catastrophes …. We MUST be
humble and realistic.

5) Why AGW supporters feel distressed? Due to the difficulties of their models?
 Not at all. Several observational data are now available. But, owing to brevity
purpose, I shall recall only the very last evidence, maybe the most shocking
result, a real ‘’smoking gun’’ proof.
 Only very recently (after 2014) the records have become available of the satellite
OCO2, specifically launched by NASA in order to carry out a survey to provide
with planetary maps of the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere at ground.
 The expected result was to find a clear proof of the maximum CO2 concentration
in areas of greater anthropic territory occupation, in terms of inhabitants and/or
of industrial settlement.
 The comments, describing the first released maps by NASA, appear
embarrassed. This can be well understood, as the result appears to be opposite to
the AGW hypothesis, which is declaredly supported by President Obama.
 But NASA has to be sincerely and very gratefully appreciated and acknowledged
for having generously put data and maps available on the web. Thus, other
researcher could study the observed CO2 distribution. Social networks rapidly
recorded a conspicuous number of comments.
 The first tentative proposed interpretation by means of numerical models - based
on the assumption of anthropic origin - certainly cannot explain observations.
 I shall show here only two figures that I borrowed after the web. Note their very
recent date. I shall briefly comment only some of their most evident evidences.
My basis is a book that I published in 2002 and that is now getting an increasing
support by other investigators.
 Figure 1 displays a few maxima that unquestionably do not correspond to the
regions of major CO2 production of anthropic origin. I comment here very
briefly on these maxima:
a) Owing to several reasons, which cannot be here listed, two huge maxima
of soil exhalation are to be certainly expected to be located in two large
approximately antipodal regions, one roughly centered in Hawaii, and the
other in Botswana.
b) The Hawaii maximum, however, cannot be observed due to the cover by
ocean water. Ocean circulation is the likely cause of heat transport from
the Hawaii’s region to the large observed CO2 maximum south of
Alaska.
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c) The huge Botswana maximum is very clearly shown. In addition, it is
confirmed by several other observational evidences, both at the Earth’s
surface and in the deep Earth’s structure. Juts recall e.g. the chemism of
oceanic basalts (the so-called “Dupal” anomaly), or the fact that
Botswana is the greatest producer of diamonds on the Earth. But this list
really ought to be very long.
d) The Amazon Basin maximum is correlated with a well known large and
strong geomagnetic anomaly, and it can be reasonably presumed to be the
likely site of a large exhalation of endogenous heat and geogas.
e) Note that - if the observed CO2 concentration is rather the consequence
of the Amazon vegetation cover, one should explain while in Africa the
maximum is not observed in Congo and Cameroun, rather than in the
savannah of Botswana ….
f) The Indonesian maximum is associated with a region the experiences one
of the well known largest soil exhalation of hot fluids all over the world.
g) Only the maximum that appears slightly north of Beijing could be
associated with anthropic origin. However, the concern is why it appears
displaced with respect to the well known huge dust cloud by pollution
that presently stands over southeastern Asia, and is a most serious
concern reported by mass media. Consider, rather, that this region north
of Beijing is well known to be characterized by a tremendous
geodynamic activity, being the source of devastating historical
earthquakes.
h) As far as the Mediterranean region is concerned, maybe the gentle
maximum over the Balkans could be associated with atmospheric
circulation that transports gas exhalation from the Aeolian Islands area.
In any case, the absence has been emphasized of any maximum in
Europe, even though this is one of the most inhabited and industrialized
regions of the world.
i) The two maxima – one in eastern Siberia and one south of Greenland appear more mysterious and only partly explainable. See below the
discussion of figure 2. Investigations are in progress.
j) Figure 2 deals with consideration of the seasonal variation of CO2
distribution. It gives an almost incredibly clear evidence of an enormous
and surprising, “revolutionary”, anomalous CO2 exhalation from a large
region on the whole northern polar cap. Some effects are associated with
atmospheric circulation. But - according to a large number of other
evidences - it is evident that an increase is in progress of endogenous
heat-release underneath the whole Arctic cap.
k) By the way, it can be shown that a greater release of endogenous energy
implies a global increase also of geodynamic and seismic activity.
l) In any case, just owing to this reason, the Arctic Ocean is melting.
m) Therefore, an increased water evaporation is certainly progress into the
atmosphere.
n) Consequently, somewhere an increase must occur of atmospheric
precipitation.
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o) Indeed, precipitations are increasing over the largest part of Antarctica
(the so-called eastern Antarctica), where the mass of ice-cover is
observed to increase. Hence, the glacier at high elevation slide down, and
press over the ice sheet at lower altitude, thus favoring a large release of
icebergs.
p) Note that claiming – as it is often stated – that atmospheric warming
causes the detachment of icebergs, is one of the greatest stupidities, a real
way to shoot nonsense by some ignorant people with no logical basis.
q) Note, however, that ice-sheets are retreating also on a small fraction of
Antarctica, due to the large release of friction-heat associated with the
increased geodynamic activity. Nothing happens by chance ….
r) In particular compare the maps for spring and autumn. They ought to be
symmetrical between northern and southern hemisphere. But, they are
substantially different …. because during springtime the frozen soil melts
through the entire Eurasia, thus permitting exhalation of endogenous
fluids. This cannot occur in the southern hemisphere, and the autumn
map displays the lowest CO2 concentration of all seasons.
s) Only the summer map shows a comparatively larger CO2 concentration
in the southern hemisphere. The reason is not clear. Consider, however,
that the land/ocean distribution is very different in both hemispheres, and
the seasonal impact on land plays therefore a substantially different role
in the overall balance of soil exhalation phenomena.
t) Note also the winter map. Only in winter, when the soil exhalation from
frost soil through Eurasia is smaller, the CO2 distribution envisages a
credible, and even likely, anthropic origin, inside regions of intense
human occupation of territory and activity.
u) That is, anthropic CO2 is actually detected in winter, although in general
it is certainly a lesser effect compared to natural exhalation.
v) But, in general, an almost endless list of other evidences ought to be
mentioned ….
6) But, why several people appear therefore obstinate in the defense of the AGW hypothesis?
 I do not want even to mention items dealing with economic implications. I am
not an expert. Hence, I ought to report only statements by others, and I could not
be reliable.
 In addition, I stress that I want to avoid reporting insults, suspects of bad faith
….. This style is used by several AGW supporters when they lack arguments to
reply to scientific objections. The insult is violence and it is index of weakness
of arguments.
 Indeed, as stressed also by Machiavelli, insults and deceitfulness are well known
to be typical of every more or less declared dictatorial regime, of every Big
Brother …… tell, tell lies …. something always remains …..
 Therefore, I will rather only and simply stick to easily understandable
psychological issues.
 Somebody got a Nobel Prize for AGW. If he admits having been wrong, this
amounts to disclaim all his activity during a few decades. By this, he loses
power, honors, funding, important positions, public office, etc.
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For instance, remind about the ozone hole. It has been “ballyhooed” almost
obsessively by mass media. It has been the object even of a Nobel Prize. Recent
evidences have now proven that its main controller is represented by the flux of
charged particles inside the radiation belts that are obviously controlled by the
Sun. Therefore, at present the ozone concern is no more the object of great
attention, it appears just forgotten, it seems politically incorrect ….
The evidence provided by OCO2 are likely to have on the AGW hypothesis –
and presumably very soon – the same resizing and deleting effect that on the
ozone hole debate was produced by measurements of particle flux inside the
radiation belts. Hence, it will hard for AGW supporters to accept this evidence.
That is, at present the key problem is to find a way-out with dignity, for all
people who recklessly followed the prevailing fashion. Nobody should be
pitiless with these people.
In any case, the “furious” reaction by several people who are involved in this
concern denotes the typical behavior of people who feel to be weak and
unprotected.

7) You refer to some kind of reactions that have been originated by this controversy ….
 Indeed, the dispute recently became very embittered.
 Some advisers – somebody reports some authoritative “scientist” related to
IPCC –influenced the Pope (the Machiavelli process resulted very effective). His
encyclical seems to be perhaps even less prudent compared to the more cautious
position of President Obama.
 Certain prominent senators and lawmakers of the [Democratic] Party in USA
appear to be in favor of a law to prosecute everybody who is against the AGW
hypothesis.
 Remind about the fact that - unlike in any other country of the world - only in
some USA States the Creationism is taught in primary schools (it would be like
teaching astronomy by means of the “crystal sphere” of Eudoxus of Cnidus).
 Maybe, somebody would like to open a new case of Salem witch trials, with the
blessing of the Pope ….
 I could recall several case histories of past very harsh debates in Earth’s sciences
(and also in other disciplines). But, in any case, I guess that no comparable
sourness ever occurred as at present.
 In contrast, the debate ought to be only strictly scientific. But, it appears now to
be just out of “science”. It often has the character of a fight between lobbies,
getting advantage from mass media, globalization, etc. All this is much harsher
than in the past.
 Sometimes the debate seems to be even inspired by religious sectarianism, thus
awakening unhappy ancient historical nightmares.
 Scientifically we can - and we must - discuss about everything, with full
freedom. This is obligatory for everybody of us, as the life and security of huge
amount of people depend on natural catastrophes!
 Therefore scientists cannot persist in partisan debates by means of methods that
are even worse than several disgraceful episodes that we read in history books.
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We mostly need for humility, in its profound literal sense, the same humility of
Saint Francis of Assisi - who, by the way, had the affront (although undoubtedly
with bona fide) that the very first verse of his famous and stupendous poem, one
of the highest expressions of poetry and also of prayer …. became the title of a
very authoritative statement in favor of AGW.

8) Therefore, what perspective can be envisaged? What actions are presently in progress?
 Let us hope that the Pope’s document that will be presented at the next meeting
in Paris openly dissociates Him from every attempt to exploit the encyclical for
partisan and “pseudo-scientific” purposes.
 The encyclical document certainly is a very high and noble statement, very nice
and fully shareable, that particularly today all good-will people can and must
support. Unfortunately it has been “polluted” by fakes, by self-claiming pseudoscientific arguments and debated items. But these fakes have nothing to deal
with its noble and very great significance!
 If this dissociation will happen, the image of the Church – which has no
institutional responsibility in scientific research – will result much stronger and
limpid, much above every partisan debate ….
 As far as scientists are concerned, they are generally quiet and peaceful scholars.
Hence, at present they often appear to be frightened to express their sincere
feeling … for a long time being skeptical about AGW has been presented as
being politically incorrect, and the harshness of the present debate is certainly
not reassuring.
 Several ethical committees have now been established, although everyone
claiming his viewpoint, and emphasizing that it is the real depositary of morality
etc.
 Others true scientists continue their investigations, they write papers and books
(as for myself, since over 11 years I am working at a large study on the
mechanisms of climate ….).
 But, in the final analysis, we are always in God's hands, and everybody, calmly
and honestly, ought to perform with his job, by means of his real objective
competence and skill, by avoiding every fashion - that very often almost always
hides the dictates of some "Big Brother" of the moment.
THE END
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Figura 1
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Figure 2 –
1 October to 11 November = NH Autumn
1 January to 15 February = NH Winter
1 April to 15 May = NH Spring
1 July to 15 August = NH Summer
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